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and Chabrinovitch, however, may conveniently be consid-
ered together, not only because they may be regarded as
the ringleaders, and because they had the courage of their
convictions to make the actual attempts on the Archduke's
life, but also because their motives were much the same.
The best materials for judging their motives are their
statements after their arrest and at their trial, if due allow-
ance is made for the fact that they were speaking as prison-
ers under indictment for murder and treason, and were try-
ing to shield each other and their accomplices in Serbia,
Of this attempt to shield each other and their accomplices
among the Serbian officers in Belgrade there is abundant
evidence. When first arrested, Princip declared that he
alone was guilty, that he had acted as an anarchist, "con-
vinced that there is nothing so fine as to commit a political
assassination," and that his attempt had no connection with
that of Chabrinovitch. "I have nothing in common, I re-
peat, with the author of the first attempt. When the bomb
exploded, I said to myself, that there is someone else who
thinks as I do."- l This, of course, was totally false, as soon
appeared when Chabrinovitch and Grabezh were arrested
and their confessions made it clear how the three had con-
spired together at Belgrade and came to Sarajevo with the
common purpose of murdering Franz Ferdinand. Even at
their trial in October, 1914, when much of the truth was
known about their activities and that of the Narodna
Odbrana, all three students sought to shield the Belgrade
authorities by asserting that the Narodna Odbrana was
"purely cultural," that it did not extend to Bosnia, and
that it had nothing to do with their preparations.2 But
these assertions were shown to be untrue, both by their own
admissions, and by the evidence of the "confidential men"
of the Narodna Odbrana in Bosnia, as to the way the three
iPrincip's first confession, as published in the Budapest Az Est of
July 1, 1914.	2 Pharos, pp, 15, 34, 43, 55, 823 162.

